OHR Website Redesign Announcement

The Office of Human Resources (OHR) has been working over the past year to redesign the OHR website.
We’ve collaborated with several Institute and Centers (IC) focus group volunteers and OHR Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs). We’ve been keeping you in mind as we made changes to the look and feel,
functionality, and content. Want to know what's in store? We've included HR contacts in a central
repository, audience pages which provide quick links to topics on our site, centrally compiled HR
frequently asked questions (FAQs), an intuitive navigation, and restructured content in plain language to
be understood by all.
The OHR website is scheduled to launch Fall 2017.

New Design Elements
HR contacts lists have been compiled into a
central repository allowing the user to filter and
find their benefits contact, leave contact, or
retirement contact. We’re continuing to grow
these lists and will be adding more contacts for
you to connect with.

We’ve created Audience pages for new,
current, and retired employees. Users can now
go to these specified pages and see quick links
to content that pertain to their background.

Have you ever had a question looking through
our site but couldn’t find the answer? We’ll now
you can browse and search through
our frequently asked questions (FAQs). We’ve
compiled all FAQs on the OHR website in a
central repository and identified each question
to a particular topic. So if you’re on the leave
section you can see related leave FAQs right at
your fingertips.

Ease of Use
We’ve simplified the navigation focusing on
topics only on the OHR website and
restructuring labels so it’s intuitive for our
average user.
We’ve moved several topics to either the Jobs at NIH website or IntraHR website streamlining the scope
of the OHR website. This will allow the audience of our particular websites to find the information they
need in the appropriate site.
Plain Language and Content Restructuring
Want to be able to easily filter and find
competencies for your job? You can do this in
the redesign as we’ve compiled this data from
the Learning Management System (LMS) now
allowing you to filter by groups of competencies
or by name.
We worked with a plain language expert to modify the content on our site with the goal of making it
easier to read and using terminology understood by all.
If you have any feedback prior to the website launch, please provide comments in the feedback form.

